
JULESFIT
Our Feed in Tariff Application allows Energy Suppliers and FIT

Licences to administer their FIT obligations via our online portal.

Licensees can upload meter readings and invoices via the

Platform directly to the Energy Supplier, reducing both

administrative time and costs as well as creating a paperless

process.
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GET IN TOUCH!

KEY FUNCTIONALITIES

FUNCTIONALITIES

MISCELLANEOUS FUNCTIONALITIES

Automatically issue Statement of Terms contracts

Automated meter reading requests

Ability to upload meter reading pictures

Customers able to upload invoices to the Supplier via the Application

SUPPLIER
FIT Administrator: Full permissions to administer accounts, certify

and validate payments, process levelisation reports etc.

FIT Finance: Permissions to administer certain finance related work

flows

Options available to the Supplier that allows for all requests and

queries to Jules Energy processed via a Service Desk portal

BENEFITS

BACK OFFICE
Automated requests for meter readings (via email)      

Readings entered directly onto the Application by users

Automated creation of Statements, including credit statements

Customers able to upload invoices to the Supplier via the

Application

Customers able to track payments via the Application

FIT invoices can be managed electronically reducing admin times

CUSTOMER/CONSULTANT

FIT Customer: Access to customer screens with permission to

undertake actions such as loading readings and submitting invoices

Provides customer facing portal where generators can manage their

FIT installation registration, payments and other obligations 

FIT Consultant: Access to consultant screens with permission to

undertake actions such as loading readings and submitting invoices

Provides consultant facing portal where consultants can manage

their portfolio of generators such as payments

PLATFORM CASES

830+ active users

40.000 Day Ahead trades

+1.800 customer logins

372% contracts provided

73% Efficiency improved

98% customer retention rate

Energy Suppliers can fully administer the entire FIT process from the

Creation of Statement of Terms to the self-billing option. The Platform

also automates the OfGem reporting element by electronically

producing the Periodic and Annual Levelisation reports for submission

to OfGem.

FIT  ADMINISTRATION  SOFTWARE

Decreases back office

costs.

Automated statement

generation.

Automated periodical and

annual levelisation. 

Eliminates human error.

Proven, OfGem compliant.
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Jules Energy
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HOW WE WORK:

Congratulations your new

Trading Platform is live!

Don’t worry! Jules will

always be around to offer

help, guidance, and

support with the

implementation of new

features and functionality.

We will give you an overview

of the “off the shelf”

functionalities and discuss

any potential bespoke

integration for invoicing you

may have. This will include

your white-labelling

selection.

Training will be

provided by a team

member that will be

with you every step of

the way to support

the initial

administration of

installations. 

Jules offers

onboarding services

to give you a head

start with

administrating all

installations.

Functionality Selection

Onboarding

Training and support

Go live!


